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As the leading international trade fair for this sector, LASER 

World of PHOTONICS presents the global market for photonics more 

comprehensively and in greater detail than any other event. 

Its unique combination of research, innovative technology and 

industrial application sectors gives you an overview of the photonics 

industry’s entire range of products and solutions—and brings 

you together with the most important market participants who put 

their faith in new synergies between science and industry at the 

fair. The range of exhibits convinced more than 1,130 exhibitors and 

nearly 27,000 trade visitors in 2013.

Join those who take advantage of the fair for promising contacts, 

concrete projects and new business opportunities—practice oriented, 

solution oriented and future oriented. 

VISITORS’ RATINGS OF LASER WORLD OF PHOTONICS 

Rating of good to excellent for: 

WHO PROFITS FROM LASER WORLD OF PHOTONICS

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL SECTORS.
INCLUDING YOURS. 

Experience exciting insights into the world of photonics:
www.world-of-photonics.com/videos

An overview of all sectors is available here:  
www.world-of-photonics.com/visitor-exhibitor-profiles 

 Automotive and auto-supply industry 

 Image processing 

 Biotechnology and medical technology

 Data and information technology

 Electronics / electrical engineering

 Precision mechanics

 Research and science 

 Plastics technology

 Contract manufacturing

 Aviation and aerospace 

 Optics

 Photovoltaics

 Sensor and measuring technology

 Safety technology

 Environmental technology 

 Toolmaking and machine manufacturing

In addition:
Agricultural science, astronomy, construction technology, 

lighting technology, chemistry, printing and reproduction, 

energy management, food analysis and production, pharma-

ceuticals, shipbuilding, transportation and communications, 

defense technology; as well as commerce, skilled trades, 

services and public administration / government agencies. 

98% Character as a leading exhibition 

98% Share of international exhibitors 

96% Plan to attend the fair again 

98% Completeness and breadth of the exhibits 

94% Application orientation 

100% Would recommend the fair to others

98% Overall rating 

98% Presence of market leaders

92% Supporting program 

Conclusion:

NO. 1 IN THE PHOTONICS INDUSTRY.
AND FOR YOUR BUSINESS.
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Optics / Manufacturing Technology for OpticsB1

Optical Information and CommunicationB3

Sensors, Test and Measurement / Optical Measurement SystemsA2

ImagingA2

Lasers and Laser Systems for Production EngineeringA2 / A3

Lasers and OptoelectronicsB2 / B3

Biophotonics and Medical EngineeringB3 
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THE OBJECTIVE OF A TRADE FAIR: 
OPTIMUM ORIENTATION.

Your link to the latest version:  
www.world-of-photonics.com/hallplan

FOCUSED ON TECHNOLOGY.
SIGHTS SET ON APPLICATIONS.

Three focus topics from three perspectives: We shed light on 

our focus topics from various perspectives in their various 

exhibition sectors, at the World of Photonics Congress and in

the supporting program.

IMAGING

Industrial image processing and photonics are 

two of the most important key technologies 

because they make it possible to optimize processes 

and improve quality assurance. Imaging is used in both industrial and 

non-industrial sectors such as the automotive sector, measuring 

and testing technology, optics, medical engineering, photo technology 

and electronics. This diverse range of application sectors attracted 

6,380 visitors—61 percent of them from abroad—to the last exhibition. 

LASERS AND LASER SYSTEMS FOR PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

From micro- and macro-material processing to robotics, 

system periphery, measuring and testing systems as well 

as radiation protection and additive manufacturing—

the use of lasers in manufacturing is extremely diverse. 

As the largest trade fair for this application sector, we 

bring together more than 300 exhibitors who present products 

for various branches of industry and materials. In 2013, they were 

the focus of nearly 12,000 visitors, 56% of whom were from abroad.

BIOPHOTONICS AND MEDICAL ENGINEERING

Biophotonics has been indispensible in medicine 

and biology for quite some time. As a driving force 

behind innovations and ongoing future development, 

it contributes significantly to companies’ ability to tap 

new markets. In 2013, its applications, methods and techniques 

interested nearly 6,000 visitors who came to gather information 

about products and solutions for spectroscopy, microscopy, imaging 

as well as therapy and manipulation techniques.

Find out more about our focus topics: 
www.world-of-photonics.com/focus-topics

B 4 B 5 B 6

A 4 A 5 A A 6

A t r i u m
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  Quick, central access to 

all exhibition sectors via the 

West Entrance

  Short distances between 

all the halls via the Atrium

  Use of the Atrium as a 

networking area

  Compact hall layout and 

growth-oriented strategy

  Clear-cut breakdown of 

exhibits into exhibition sectors 

As of January 2015. Subject to change

A2 Special Exhibit “Photons in Production”

A2 Photonics Forum Hall A2 “Optical Metrology and Imaging”

A3 Photonics Forum Hall A3 “Industrial Laser Applications”

A3 Special Exhibit “3D Printing” and “Automotive”

B1 Career Center

B3 Startup World

B3 Photonics Forum Hall B3 “Biophotonics and 
Medical Applications / Lasers and Optics”

/B0
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THE PHOTONICS FORUMS

Be sure not to miss the extensive program of lectures at the three 

Photonics Forums: The application panels are practice-oriented 

series of lectures where well-known experts and industry represen -

tatives present new application sectors for light as a tool and 

discuss the latest challenges and solution approaches with you. The 

industry’s leading manufacturers report on the strengths of their 

latest products, new start-ups compete for awards for the best 

innovations and industry-oriented research institutes give insights 

into their latest collaborative projects.  

Photonics Forum Hall A2:
OPTICAL METROLOGY AND IMAGING

  Contact-Free 3D Measurement Methods Ranging from 

Laser Scanning to Imaging

  Terahertz Spectroscopy and Inspection in Industrial Applications

  High Coherence Metrology from Long-Distance 

to Nanoscale Dimensions

  EU Research Networks: Presentation of EU-funded Laser Projects

  Finalist Demonstrations and Presentation 

of the Photonics Masters Awards

  Lectures by LASER

World of PHOTONICS Exhibitors

FIRST-HAND KNOWLEDGE.
FROM FIRST-RATE EXPERTS.

Insider knowledge from which you can benefit:
www.world-of-photonics.com/event

Photonics Forum Hall A3: 
INDUSTRIAL LASER APPLICATIONS

  Advanced Applications of Ultra-Short Pulsed Laser Systems

  3D-Printing: Laser Based Additive Manufacturing 

for Production of Metal Parts

  Ultra-Fast Laser Beam Deflection and Transportation

  Lasers in Microelectronics: The Smart World Approaching

  Increased Automotive Efficiency Enabled by Laser Technology

  Laser Processing of Glass

  Lectures by LASER World of PHOTONICS Exhibitors

Photonics Forum Hall B3: 
BIOPHOTONICS AND MEDICAL 
APPLICATIONS / LASERS AND OPTICS

  Laser Advanced New Methods for 

Diagnostics and Therapeutics

  Laser Applications and Optical Diagnostics 

in Ophthalmology

  Visions for Future Diagnostics—Infectious Diseases

  Innovations and Trends for Laser Solutions in Life Sciences 

and Bioinstrumentation

  Pico- and Femtosecond Lasers—Status and Prospects

  CW (and Long Pulse) Diode-pumped Solid State Lasers

and Fiber Lasers—Status and Prospects

  High-Power Diode Lasers: Edge Emitters and Vertical Emitters—

Status and Prospects

  BMBF Research Networks: Presentation of 10 BMBF-funded 

Research Projects on Ultrashort Pulse Lasers

  Lectures by LASER World of PHOTONICS Exhibitors
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LASER World of PHOTONICS is more than just a trade fair—

profit from the advantages of the supporting program:

  Application-oriented presentations and a direct dialog 

with speakers 

  All applications and systems presented in the lectures 

are also on display at the fair

  First-rate lecture event featuring concrete practical 

knowledge and new impetus for your company 

  Attending forums and special shows is included in your 

ticket to the fair 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE OF OUR EVENTS  PROGRAM: 
SUBSTANCE.

SPECIAL SHOWS

The special shows at LASER World of PHOTONICS 2015 are 

absolutely fascinating: You will be amazed at the diverse range 

of applications for light as a tool and take new momentum

back to your company. 

PHOTONS IN PRODUCTION

Experience the special show in Hall A2, the motto of which is “Next 

Generation,” in cooperation with the Institute for Machine Tools 

and Industrial Management at TU München (iwb) and the Bavarian 

Laser Center in Erlangen (blz).

Topics: 
  Laser welding: Using adapted intensity distribution 

  Joining lithium-ion cells: Laser welding in battery production

  Laser safety: Testing laser material-processing systems 

  Metal-plastic composites: Laser-based joining of laser-structured 

metals and thermoplastics 

  Additive manufacturing: Using laser melting to manufacture 

components 

  Laser live demonstration: Process acceleration by innovative 

system technology

  Two become one: Laser beam joining of dissimilar materials

  Small and nice: Laser micro material processing

  Stone on stone: Additive manufacturing

PHOTONICS APPLICATIONS IN THE AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR

Without photonics, there would definitely be fewer innovations 

in automobile manufacturing. Lasers are used to cut, weld, join and 

finish surfaces. Lasers are the foundation for innovations in light  -

weight design and are now even being integrated into headlights. 

Automated image processing and optical sensors are the latest 

challenges that will influence our future mobility. What other new 

methods does the future have in store? At the special show about 

the automotive sector in Hall A3, well-known manufacturers will 

present the latest application scenarios in the automotive sector—

live and oriented to actual practice.  

Exciting and multifaceted—our program: 
www.world-of-photonics.com/event

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

Additive manufacturing—or 3D printing—is revolutionizing 

production. Trade visitors who attend the special show on 

additive manufacturing can experience in person the advantages 

of generative laser manufacturing when designing and 

manufacturing custom components. The special show in Hall A3 

shows the entire production chain from the digital data to 

customized or complex components—ready for series production 

and using light as a tool.
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WHAT DO WE BUILD ON?
THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY.

SPECIALS

Think about tomorrow today: Trade fairs don’t just depict the 

status quo. They also have an eye on the future. That is why topics 

such as careers and start-ups as well as overviews of international 

laser markets have special significance at LASER World of PHOTONICS.

CAREER CENTER

Are you looking for new career prospects? Then the Career Center 

in Hall B1 is the place to be. It is where exhibiting companies post 

their vacant job positions and where you can take a personal look 

at potential employers directly at the fair. You can also get concrete 

tips about looking for a new job, application documents and salary 

expectations: Together with the consulting group wirth + partner, 

Messe München is offering free coaching 

sessions and passing on career tips as 

well as concrete job, trainee and 

apprenticeship opportunities.

STARTUP WORLD

Curtain up on the newcomers’ latest 

product ideas: Startup World and the BMWi 

stand in Hall B3 give new, innovative companies 

from Germany and abroad an opportunity to present their 

products before the critical eye of industry professionals. Don’t 

miss this chance to visit Startup World: In many cases, the best ideas 

for unconventional solutions are born in discussions with these 

talented innovators. 

PHOTONICS MASTERS 

To accompany the new Startup World, for the first time ever LASER 

World of PHOTONICS will present the Photonics Masters for the 

outstanding product innovations of new, innovative companies in 

the photonics sector. Among other things, this year’s awards 

will also be presented for 3D printing. The finalists of the Photonics 

Masters will have a chance to have their product ideas evaluated 

by a first-rate panel of judges and then present them to a broad-

based audience. 

12TH INTERNATIONAL LASER MARKETPLACE

On Wednesday, June 24, 2015, the 12th International Laser Market -

place invites decision-makers and managers in marketing, sales 

and development to exchange information about laser markets 

around the world. The Industry Forum for Laser Processing will 

inform participants about market developments and present up-

coming trends in laser-material processing. A special ticket is 

required to participate.

All highlights at a glance:
www.world-of-photonics.com/event



A CONGRESS THAT ALSO PROMOTES  THE MARKET.
NOT JUST RESEARCH.
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WORLD OF PHOTONICS CONGRESS 2015

STRUCTURE OF WORLD OF PHOTONICS CONGRESS

CLEO®/Europe – EQEC 2015
(organized by: EPS – European Physical Society, OSA – The Optical Society , IEEE Photonics Society)

LiM 2015 –
Lasers in Manufacturing

 (organized by: WLT – 

German Scientific Laser Society)

EOSMTOC 2015 – 
Manufacturing and Testing 
of Optical Components
EOSOF 2015 – Optofluidics
EOSOME 2015 – 
Optomechanical Engineering
EOSLE 2015 – Light Engineering

(organized by: EOS –  
European Optical Society)

Optical Metrology

(organized by: 

SPIE Europe)

ECBO – 
European Conferences on 

Biomedical Optics 

(organized by: SPIE and OSA – 
The Optical Society)

APPLICATION AREA

Industrial
production

ICT
Components

Measurement
Imaging

Biological/
Medical applications

Application Panels — Lasers and Photonics in Actual Practice
(organized by: Messe München GmbH)

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF PHOTONICS CONGRESS 2015

Be there when the international scientific elite comes together at 

the largest European event that specializes in lasers and photonics—

and the only congress in the world that covers all aspects of optical 

technologies in their entirety. From fundamental research to 

applications in industry, medicine and optics. From the current state 

of research to future applications and new markets. 

In short: From theory to practice.
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WHAT AWAITS CONGRESS PARTICIPANTS:

 Eight conferences and more than 60 sub-conferences 

 More than 2,500 lectures and posters 

  The five most important scientific associations as partners 

and organizers

  Approximately 5,000 colleagues from around the world 

  One of the most modern congress centers and trade-fair 

centers in the world 

  The research and business metropolis of Munich with the 

best connections to cities around the world

Bringing together industry and research: 
www.photonics-congress.com/preview
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MUNICH 

Munich is not just an important business 

location. The metropolis also captivates 

visitors with its wide range of cultural 

attractions. And most important to you: 

As a European hub, the cosmopolitan city 

is quick and easy to reach from everywhere. 

ACCOMMODATIONS

Whether you prefer a hotel or a private room: Munich has a wide 

range of accommodations available that you can conveniently and 

easily book online: www.world-of-photonics.com/accomodation

GETTING THERE

The trade-fair center enjoys optimum 

accessibility and is quick and easy to 

reach by car, airport shuttle or using 

public transportation. 

DATES

LASER World of PHOTONICS 

June 22–25, 2015, Messe München

World of Photonics Congress

June 21–25, 2015

ICM – Internationales Congress Center München

OPENING HOURS OF FAIR

Monday–Wednesday: 9:00–17:00 

Thursday: 9:00–16:00

TICKETS

PRINT@HOME TICKETS

Purchase your Print@home Ticket in advance. The advantages: 

Quick and easy to order, no waiting when you arrive at the fair and 

lower prices. Simply register online, print out your ticket and bring 

it with you to the fair. www.world-of-photonics.com/tickets

FINDING YOUR WAY TO US.
AND TO MORE BUSINESS.

GOOD TO KNOW.
EVEN BETTER TO GO.

Details about getting there and about 
special fares for the railway and Lufthansa:
www.world-of-photonics.com/travel

Trade fair  Online registration  Box office 

1-day ticket    EUR 46 EUR 50
2-day ticket    EUR 76 EUR 84
Permanent pass      EUR 96 EUR 106
Group ticket      EUR 20
Discount ticket      EUR 20

Congress* Early Bird Box office
  Until June 1, 2015

Association members  EUR 510 EUR 590
Non-members   EUR 630 EUR 710
Students (member)  EUR 150 EUR 195
Students (non-member) EUR 190 EUR 230
1-day congress ticket EUR 230 EUR 290

* Congress ticket includes admission to all conferences and to LASER World of PHOTONICS.



ORGANIZER 
AND CONTACT:

Messe München GmbH
Messegelände
81823 München
Germany

We would be pleased to assist you:
www.world-of-photonics.com/contacts 
+49 89 949-11468
info@world-of-photonics.com

Published by Messe München, Munich.
Printed in Germany.
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